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Hello CFPA!! Welcome back to Tick…Tick…NEWS!, Broadway Updates with

yours truly, Heather Power. I apologize for the break in issues, I was on vacation in sunny

Orlando with my family! Now that I’m back though, we’ve got a lot to talk about. Time

for a lengthier TTN, cause boy oh boy a lot has happened on Broadway in the past few

weeks!

Tony Awards 2022: Host(s) and Nominations Revealed!
That’s right everybody, the 75th annual Tony Awards are officially on the way with the

announcement of both the evening’s hosts and nominees!

Last week it was announced that Academy Award Winner and Broadway performer Ariana

DeBose will be hosting the Tony Awards Ceremony on CBS. I would just like to say, I am an

absolute genius because I totally predicted this back in the second edition of Tick Tick News! I

am so thrilled that DeBose is hosting and she is sure to make the night a special one! It was also

announced just a few days ago that while DeBose is hosting the hefty majority of the actual

awards show, performers Darren Criss and Julianne Hough will be hosting “Act One” of the

Tonys streaming exclusively on Paramount Plus. This, in my opinion, is another stupid idea from

the Tonys Committee, considering that this particular portion of the Tonys will only be streamed



in the USA and the Tonys are supposed to be enjoyed as a universal event. Either way, the

ceremony as a whole will hopefully be a step up from last year and I pray to god they save most

of the awards for the actual CBS Broadcast! Please? Please!??

As for the nominations, A Strange Loop leads the musical nominees with a whopping 11

nominations, including Best Musical, Best Actor in a Musical, and Best Score! The other Best

Musical nominees are MJ (the Michael Jackson musical), Mr. Saturday Night, Girl From the

North Country, SIX the Musical, and Paradise Square. My personal favourite of the season

Company also scored 9 nominations, including Best Revival of a Musical, Best Direction of a

Musical, and Best Featured Actress in a Musical for both Jennifer Simard and Patti LuPone!

Yay! For plays, The Lehman Trilogy leads the nominations with 8 categories, including Best

Play, Best Direction of a Play, and THREE Best Actor in a Play nominations. Sam Rockwell and

Ron Cephas Jones scored acting nominations for American Buffalo and Clyde’s respectively, and

Take Me Out (which I’ll bring up again later) and for colored girls garnered Best Revival of a

Play nominations. Going back to the musical nominations really quick, there were some notable

snubs that shocked me, and some that really bummed me out. Most notably, and most called out

as the greatest snub of the year by the Broadway community, Katrina Lenk was not nominated

for her role in Company. I would argue she more than deserved to have Sutton Foster’s slot

among this year’s nominees, but alas. None of the women of SIX were nominated either, which I

personally think is criminal. Funny Girl also only scored 1 nomination - a supporting actor nod

for Jared Grimes. It didn’t even get a Best Revival nomination. Oy vey! If you’d like to check

out the full list of nominees, here’s a link to the Tonys website:

https://www.tonyawards.com/nominees/. The Tony Awards will be live on CBS June 12th.

https://www.tonyawards.com/nominees/


Casting News: Block in Boulevard & Holliday Hits Chicago
Two pretty huge pieces of casting information

dropped in the last two weeks, and I NEED to talk about

both of them right now! Let’s start with the old reliable of

casting announcements, our old friend Chicago. It was

announced at the beginning of the month that the

LEGENDARY Dreamgirls star Jennifer Holliday will be

returning to the Ambassador Theatre for an 8-week

engagement beginning on June 9th. She will be playing

the role of Matron “Mama” Morton, the countess of the

clink in charge of keeping the ladies of Cook County Jail

in line (though she isn’t immune to bribery). This isn’t the first time Holliday has played

Mama Morton, having played the role on Broadway in 2001. Now, 21 years later, Mama

is back! Jennifer Holliday has always been a powerhouse, so I personally cannot wait to

get some footage from this reprisal!

Now, onto some HUGE casting news. Because Oh. My. God. It

was announced just a few days ago, that one of my personal

favourite Broadway stars and icons Stephanie J. Block will be

playing the lead role in Sunset Boulevard at the Kennedy Center.

The show will be a part of an extremely limited engagement

hosted by the Broadway Center Stage series and will only run for

a singular week from February 1st to the 6th of 2023. Stephanie

will be playing Norma Desmond, a former silent film star who

dreams of once again being in the spotlight. The show, which

premiered on Broadway in 1993 and is composed by Andrew

Lloyd Webber, is based on the 1950 Billy Wilder film of the same name. I seriously could

not be more excited about this announcement if I tried, and when footage of Block

singing “As If We Never Said Goodbye” hits the internet I will be buzzing with glee.



Shocking Closures!! Doubtfire Says Goodbye & ALW Drops

“The Ball”
Yup, two big closures were announced on both the

Broadway and West End stages in the last week and a half. To

begin with Broadway, it was announced that the whimsical

Mrs. Doubtfire musical would be closing on May 29th, after

only re-re-opening its doors again on April 14th. Mrs.

Doubtfire, composed by the Kirkpatrick siblings behind

Something Rotten!, has had to repeatedly open and close due

to the pandemic. Unfortunately the unpredictability of sales

and inability for families to make it to the theatre has affected

its earnings so much that the family-friendly show now has to close its doors permanently. This

comes directly after the Tony nominations, where Rob McClure was nominated for playing the

titular nanny. If you happen to be in New York before May 30th, be sure to stop by the Stephen

Sondheim theatre and pay everyone’s favourite nanny a visit!

Now we turn to the West End, aka Britain’s Broadway, for a much

more shocking and almost malicious closing. Last week it was

announced that Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Cinderella starring Carrie

Hope Fletcher would be closing on the West End. In the same

breath it was also announced that a Broadway transfer would be

happening in the near future. While normally this would be a sad

but expected announcement, this announcement came as a shock

not only to fans of the show but the cast and crew as well. Multiple

members of the cast, including cast members who were about to

join the show and now won’t get to make their debuts, took to

social media to make clear that they were not informed the show

would be closing before Lloyd Webber put out the announcement. This is a huge party foul on

ALW’s part, and while I’m not totally surprised it still sucks that he’d do this to those talented

performers. Hopefully Cinderella can go out with a bang despite its creator fizzling out the

dreams of its crew with no warning.



What’s On? Joe Iconis & Nanny Musicals in Development
Two cool musicals are currently in the works

behind closed curtains, and I’m personally excited

for both of them despite not having too much

information to go off of. To begin we go back in

time to four days ago when composer and lyricist

Joe Iconis, the man behind the cult favourite Be

More Chill musical adaptation, cheekily

announced on his TikTok that he is currently in the

process of creating a new musical!! While Iconis

revealed absolutely nothing about the musical

itself, he did share with his followers that he is writing the show with one particular

person in mind to star: George Salazar, his frequent collaborator. Salazar starred in

Iconis’ Be More Chill as Michael Mell, Jeremy Heere’s lovable and anxious best friend,

as well as created an album with Iconis. Another notable role of his was as Grover and

Dionysus in The Lightning Thief musical pre-Broadway. Anytime Salazar and Iconis

collaborate, audiences are sure to be happy. I’m thinking we’re in for a good show! The

other piece of news we received was from Fran Drescher, who announced that the

previously announced musical adaptation of The Nanny was making big developments!

Drescher, who played the titular nanny in the hit sitcom back in the 90s, told PEOPLE

magazine that the show is coming along smoothly and that they are hoping to do a table

read sometime in July. The Nanny musical was set to feature a score composed by Adam

Schlesinger, however months after the show was announced in 2020 he tragically died

from COVID-19 complications. It’s unclear whether or not any work he did on the show

will still be featured, if any had been created before his unfortunate demise. His Crazy-Ex

Girlfriend collaborator Rachel Bloom, however, is still writing the lyrics, which has me

very enthusiastic for the final product as a fan! Hopefully The Nanny will bring some

much needed lightheartedness to the Broadway stage.



Disrespect On Broadway: Stars Patti Lupone and Jesse

Williams’ Deal With Shocking Nights
This final article is a very big and incredibly important one, as

two separate incidents occurred in two different Broadway

theatres some nights ago. Both of these stories surround

varying levels of disrespect in the Broadway community from

audience members. I’ll begin with Patti LuPone, who is no

stranger to shouting at audience members for being

disrespectful (even mid-performance). At a talk-back session

after a performance of Company at the Bernard B. Jacobs

Theatre some nights ago, LuPone was quick to call out an

audience member who was refusing to follow COVID-19

protocols and wear a face covering, telling them to “get the

f--k out” if they could not follow the rules. According to

multiple sources who were at the theatre that night LuPone

originally was very polite with the guests who were in turn

being incredibly disrespectful. At one point in the recorded

video of the incident you can hear the audience member yell “I pay your salary!” to Miss

LuPone, who can only laugh at the audacity of the patron. If you’d like to check out the

video for yourself, here is the link to the Twitter video:

https://twitter.com/addisonclover/status/1524225602101944320. The entire ordeal is

really something to behold, as really people, how hard can it be to just be respectful of

other human beings and their safety?

Apparently, really hard. With this I turn to the other event that occurred on

Broadway a couple nights ago at the Helen Hayes Theatre during a performance of the

play Take Me Out. The production, which stars Grey Anatomy’s Jesse Williams and

Modern Family’s Jesse Tyler Ferguson, has a strict no phones policy in place which

requires all phones to be confiscated before entry into the theatre. However, somebody

https://twitter.com/addisonclover/status/1524225602101944320


managed to sneak their phone into the show a few nights ago and used their camera to

maliciously and secretly record a video of a scene in the play where Jesse Williams

appears fully nude. This video was then leaked onto the internet in a grotesque and

entirely disrespectful breach of privacy and consent. Now, I’m all for musical “slime

tutorials” on YouTube. But this is different. Williams did not consent to having that video

of himself in a very disarming position put

onto the internet for anyone to see. In

moments like these there should be a firm

and understandable agreement between

audience and performer to show respect, yet

somebody decided that wasn’t the case. Jesse

Williams consented to performing nude

behind the confines of the Helen Hayes

Theatre walls, not on the internet. Williams

himself said on the incident that the theatre is

a “sacred space” and that some people just

don’t seem to understand that. If I were a performer who agreed to do a scene like this on

stage and somebody secretly recorded me and put it on the internet, I would be mortified

and feel deeply violated. Many of the cast and crew members of Take Me Out have come

out condemning the video taker, speaking of disrespect and consent in the theatre

community and how totally uncalled for this event was. The Helen Hayes theatre has

upped their security and is even looking into installing infrared cameras into the theatre to

avoid something like this happening again. This event immediately followed the Tony

Award nominations as well, where Take Me Out was nominated for 4 awards including

Best Revival of a Play and Best Featured Actor for Williams, Ferguson, and Michael

Oberholtzer. Hopefully the community learns from these incidents to have a bit more

respect and basic human decency when attending shows from now on.



Star of th� Wee�: Eden Espinosa

This TTN edition’s STAR OF THE WEEK

needs no introduction in my book, but I will grant

you all one anyway! Eden Espinosa is an incredibly

talented performer. She is best known perhaps for

playing Maureen Johnson in Rent in its final year on

Broadway, which was filmed live and put on DVD.

She has also played Brooklyn (Brooklyn) and

everyone’s favourite witch Elphaba (Wicked) on

Broadway, Daniela in In The Heights at the Kennedy

Center and Trina in the U.S. National Tour of Falsettos. For the kids (and kids at heart),

Eden also voiced Cassandra on Tangled: The Series! (She also replied to my comment on

Instagram once, but that’s neither here nor there and I’m totally not biased).

Now, Eden Espinosa is gearing up to star in the La Jolla Playhouse run of

Lempicka, a new musical from Carson Kreitzer and Matt Gould. Lempicka tells the story

of Tamara de Lempicka (Espinosa), who chooses to set her own course for herself amid

the constant political turmoil and cultural repression of 1920s Europe. While the show

made its premiere in 2018, this is going to be the first major production of it - it’s also

being helmed by Rachel Chavkin, the director behind Hadestown on Broadway! We’ll be

in for a treat if Eden’s involved, because she is a brilliant performer. Check out a video of

her in action here: Eden Espinosa - Defying Gravity.

Son� of th� Wee�: Twisted - Twisted: The Untold
Story of a Royal Vizier

Time to feature a Starkid song! “Twisted” has music by A.J. Holmes and lyrics by Kaley
McMahon. Featuring performances by Dylan Saunders, Jaime Lyn Beatty, Nick Gage,

and the cast of Twisted. Watch here: https://youtu.be/P4c7LFLOhHQ

https://youtu.be/lAo5W3xdITg
https://youtu.be/P4c7LFLOhHQ

